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Levels of Perception is a collection of papers from a 2001 conference held to honour Ian Howard.
The rather general title reflects the effort the organizers put into allowing papers on as many
topics as Howard has interests inöno mean feat.

The book begins with papers born from what seems to have been a vigorous session on
accounts of brightness and lightness effects. This turns out to be a good starting topic for this
book. The arguments all hinge around which level or levels of perception can account for our
perception of brightness and lightness, and so do a good job of establishing the theme of the
book. The three papers included do a good job between them of establishing the historical
context for the issue and describing experimental techniques for investigating the origin of light-
ness/brightness effects. Of course, they then all draw firm conclusions that cheerfully disagree
with each other. This is not my area of expertise, and I found the chapters engaging and enlight-
ening (or is that en-brightening?) for a newcomer to this particular debate.

Part II contains papers examining various applications of a `levels of perception' methodology.
Anstis provides some excellent and compelling illusions used to investigate levels of motion
perception. Blake addresses the levels issue using binocular rivalry, while Ono et al tell a charming
tale of a committee given the task to create a direction sensor for a binocular Eggmobile (I liked
this chapter a lotöthinking about building a device from scratch with a specific set of character-
istics and peculiarities is a great way to expound on an issue). Each chapter is a case study of a
`levels of perception' approach to a particular problem, and they provide fascinating snapshots
of this structure in the field.

I was especially heartened to see Parts III and IV, which discuss eye movements and the
perception of orientation and self motion, respectively. It is a trend (I believe) in perception
research to acknowledge that (visual) perception is much more than the decoding of (visual)
input. Visual perception is structured in deeply interesting ways by eye and head movements, and
an appreciation of this level of perception can only enhance our understanding of the other
levels. The dynamics of eye movement and the role of the nervous system in the control and
coordination of the eyes are all discussed in Part III. Part IV explores the relationships between
vision and the perception of orientation and self motion, and includes a fascinating chapter
about what happens to the perception of orientation in zero-Göit's as odd as you might think!
This chapter was especially interesting to me, as it exposes how flexible our perception of space
is. What's up and what's down are calibrated and recalibrated in real time relative to the person's
current orientation, and in the absence of gravity that recalibration is fast and visually drivenö
a glimpse of the Earth, for instance, sets `down' faster than is comfortable for an astronaut
hanging off a space shuttle crane. This research is a fascinating glimpse into the role of perception
in the dynamic calibration of space.

The book includes a CD-ROM. Its contents include Quicktime demos of the various illusions
and stimuli, an expanded account of the Brightness and Lightness sessions, and additional fig-
ures and movies for nine of the chapters. Its inclusion is a good idea, as visual stimuli are always
more sensible when displayed rather than explained. By far the best is the Brightness and Lightness
section; the CD contains the comments on the three chapters, replies to the comments, and
transcripts of the Q and A sessions following each talk. This is an excellent additional resource
and the perfect way to include it without making the book unwieldy. Anstis's illusions are in
typical fine form, and the binocular-rivalry pages are a great complement to the chapter by Blake.
Its design is a little too barebones for my liking, but it's good enough for what it is for and its
simplicity will assure total compatibility.

This book is not a textbook, nor is it meant to be a comprehensive examination of the
field of perception research. Its form is structured by its role as a tribute to Howard's contribu-
tions to the field. It's for this reason that I am not too concerned with the gaps in the book's
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coverage of the field, specifically the lack of any papers on the informational level of perception.
With that in mind, however, this book would be an excellent way for students to begin thinking
seriously about levels of perception and how to experimentally attack these levels rigorously.
My first impression when I began studying psychology was of a field filled with problems
that had two types of historical answer (nature vs nurture, top ^ down vs bottom^ up), and one
modern answer (``it's both''). I always found that answer to be unsatisfying yet daunting;
unsatisfying because it is no real answer, but daunting because it implies an unforgiving complexity
of inter-relating levels to our domain of study. I've always admired research that accepts that
complexity, and comes up with some rigorous, principled way to say `̀ it's both''. That's what this
book embracesöan acceptance of the complexity of perception and a commitment to take up
the challenge posed, both embodied in the research of Ian Howard and the people he has taught
and inspired.

As I mentioned earlier, I was heartened by the inclusion of research on the role of eye
movements in visual perception and the role of visual perception in the perception of our body's
behaviour in space. As an advocate of a perception ^ action approach, I am keenly aware that
there are levels of perception that cannot be contained in sensation-vs-cognition type debates.
Our eyes are mobile, exploratory devices whose behaviour must be coordinated so as to allow
functional access to the visual world (for instance the eyes' movements must be coupled) while
at the same time that coordination must in part be driven by the results of that access (that
coupled motion needs to be targeted to task-relevant parts of the visual field). Even further,
our mobile, exploring eyes are lodged in a mobile, exploring head, which in turn is on top of a
mobile, exploring body that demands it be kept upright as much as possible. These embodied
characteristics have profound consequences for visual perception. For instance, they are often
the first instantiation of attentionöyou can't see what you're not oriented towards, so around
half the environment is unattended to by virtue of being occluded by your head. The task of
orienting the body, head and eyes is a prerequisite for visual perception to occur, so taking the
exploratory behaviour of the body seriously is therefore a necessity for a complete account of
perception.

What might this look like, methodologically speaking? This book provides one answer in
Parts III and IV. Studying visual perception while orienting in zero-G, for instance, is method-
ologically equivalent to studying motion perception by using illusions, or studying reaching using
virtual objects. Zero-G induces systematic mis-behaviours of perception by removing a factor
that is partly responsible for perception's success, namely its contribution to orienting the
organism. As with illusions, the question is what do these failures tell us about how perception
normally functions? Gravity's pull isn't something we detect visually (at least not directly) but
take it away and there are consequences for visual perception. The way we visually perceive the
world is affected by changes in our ability to successfully orient our bodies, and visual calibration
of space, unconstrained by gravity, is revealed to be fast and ongoing. Like illusions, zero-G is a
special case for perception, but with the traditional caveat that it's not representative of normal
perception, we can learn a lot about what the perceptual system expects and needs for represen-
tative function.

Studying perception means tackling an enormous problemöhow is it that we experience the
world the way we do? Taking levels of philosophy very seriously is exactly the right first move.
Allowing those levels to be anything from eye movements and self-orientation to cognitive processes
means our experimental and theoretical tool bags will be big enough to cope; recognizing that
these levels complement, compete, and generally interact with each other ensures our accounts
will be sufficiently powerful to provide compelling theories. This book therefore achieves its
main aim, namely to be a suitable tribute to the work of Ian Howard, and to the underlying
philosophy driving that work.

Andrew Wilson
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